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1 Executive Summary
The objective of this project was the geological characterisation of the Hutton
Sandstone, which is the first significant regional aquifer above the proposed Precipice
Sandstone CO2 as target storage reservoir in the Surat Basin. Understanding the
regional sedimentology and the palaeogeography of the Hutton Sandstone will assist
in conceptualisation of the unit for the placement monitoring wells to detect any
leakage through the Evergreen Formation seal above the Precipice Sandstone. The
benefit to CTSCo is in informing the static geological models and dynamic plume
migration models and increases confidence in the optimal location of the monitoring
wells. This study integrates new information from recent drilling and outcrop mapping
with historical data to develop sedimentary models for the distribution of lithologies
that influence reservoir quality in the Hutton Sandstone.
The aims were threefold:
1. To define the lateral and vertical variability of the sedimentary facies and related
geobodies of the Hutton Sandstone that will impact on reservoir quality
distribution;
2. To define the mineralogy associated with facies changes within and between
geobodies which will help to understand reservoir reactivity; and
3. To test the application of ground based terrestrial hyperspectral methods for
mineralogical characterisation at outcrop scale.
To achieve these aims the project included: (i) an investigation of regional geology
using both outcrop exposure and high-resolution well data, with a particular focus on
the sedimentology, stratigraphy and mineralogy of the Hutton Sandstone; and (ii) an
investigation of inconsistencies in stratigraphic nomenclature and definition that
influence the regional conceptual models used in modelling.
Results include a depositional model of the Hutton Sandstone generated with data
from outcrops, cores and public domain wireline logs recorded in petroleum wells and
GSQ stratigraphic bore holes. The depositional system has been proven to have been
influenced by the sea-level variation, resulting in four stratigraphic sequences that are
recognised at basin scale. The four sequences represent two regressive-transgressive
cycles recorded in a coastal depositional setting that includes a deltaic system, estuary
and shoreline deposits. The overall formation records a coarsening upward that
reflects a landward progradation of the sedimentary environments, later capped by
coal measure (the Walloon Subgroup)
Geobodies have been characterised with 3D photogrammetry and a 3D seismic
dataset. They include fluvial channels, distributary channels, proximal and distal mouth
bars and beach ridges. Geobodies can be used to guide the conceptualisation and
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modelling of the subsurface. Amongst them, a target for further study for monitoring
study would be the mid shoreline sandstone interval.
The palaeogeography and a detailed understanding of the sedimentology of the
Hutton Sandstone assist in the selection of intervals within the Hutton Sandstone that
have reasonable porosity and permeability (reservoir quality) and volumetric area
suitable for CO2 leakage monitoring. These characteristics are present in the three low
stand system tracts represented by the mostly widespread sandstone intervals in the
basin.

2 Introduction
The concern for the possible effects of anthropologically induced climate change has
led to seeking solutions that decrease the quantity of the greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. The storage of CO2 in subsurface geological reservoirs is one such
solution, and it requires detailed knowledge of the properties of the storage complex
(storage reservoir and its lithological seals).
This project supports the Carbon Transport and Storage Company (CTSCo) Surat
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) demonstration project that proposes to inject up
to 180,000 tonnes of greenhouse gases, derived from coal combustion, into the
Precipice Sandstone, at the Glenhaven storage site in its GHG exploration permit
EPQ7 located in Queensland’s Surat Basin.
At Glenhaven the Precipice Sandstone storage reservoir is overlain by a regional
sealing unit, the Evergreen Formation that transitions upward into the Hutton
Sandstone. The objective of this project is the geological characterisation of the Hutton
Sandstone which is the first regional aquifer above the Precipice Sandstone storage
reservoir.
A number of ANLEC-funded research projects have focussed on the Precipice
Sandstone as a potential CO2 storage reservoir (Hussain et al., 2013; Golding et al.,
2015, 2016; Farquhar et al., 2015, 2016; Haese et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2016;
Pearce et al., 2016; Pistellato et al., 2017), as it is laterally extensive, porous and
relatively “clean”, containing predominantly non-reactive quartz grains, relative to
overlying units. It was previously identified during regional screening programs of
Queensland’s basins as the most prospective storage target (Bradshaw et al, 2011).
Its spatial variability and sedimentology that influence reservoir properties is described
in Bianchi et al, 2016; Bianchi et al., 2018; La Croix et al., 2018; He et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2019. The Evergreen Formation conformably overlies the Precipice Sandstone
and the upper part is considered as the sealing unit of the storage complex. However,
vertical and lateral variability in lithology was also recognised within the Evergreen
Formation (Exon, 1976; Green et al., 1997; Hodgkinson et al., 2010; Ziolkowski et al.,
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2015; Bianchi et al., 2016; He et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), adding stratigraphic
complexity to the sealing potential above the Precipice Sandstone.

2.1 Importance of the Hutton Sandstone
The Hutton Sandstone aquifer overlies the Evergreen Formation aquitard, which is the
top seal to the Precipice Sandstone storage reservoir.
The Hutton Sandstone as the next porous interval above the Evergreen Formation
aquitard has been identified as a suitable interval for assurance (leakage) monitoring.
Groundwater quality of the Hutton Sandstone will be monitored by CTSCo throughout
the lifecycle of the Glenhaven Demonstration Project via monitoring infrastructure that
will include dedicated wells equipped with a suite of appropriate monitoring
technologies and a series of surface 2D seismic lines designed to detect subsurface
plume movement and leakage of injected CO2.
Sedimentological characterisation of the Hutton Sandstone and the prediction of
reservoir quality spatial variability that influences fluid migration pathways will assist in
appropriate placement of this monitoring infrastructure.
This study focusses on integrating available information in previous industry and
academic literature with new information from recent drilling and outcrop mapping to
develop sedimentary models for the distribution of lithologies and mineralogical
variation that influence reservoir quality in the Hutton Sandstone.

2.2 The importance of this ANLEC Project to CTSCo’s Glenhaven CCS Project:
This project will have two important implications for CTSCo’s Glenhaven
Demonstration Project located approximately 15 km south west of Wandoan,
Queensland in the northern part of EPQ7.
1. Potential to improve the quality of CTSCo’s static geological models that
underpin dynamic simulations of the CO2 plume. This includes modelling of the
Hutton Sandstone in the unlikely event of leakage from the Precipice Sandstone
storage reservoir; and
2. Provide a technical basis to constrain the range of options for placement of the
monitoring wells within the Hutton Sandstone. These wells will be located to
target geobodies that are predicted to have the best reservoir quality and
connectivity within the Hutton Sandstone as it is within these geobodies that the
monitoring infrastructure will have the greatest chance of detecting leakage
from the Precipice storage reservoir.
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2.3 Project aims
This Project aims to:
1. define the lateral and vertical variability of the sedimentary facies and related
geobodies of the Hutton Sandstone that will impact on reservoir quality
distribution;
2. define the mineralogy associated with facies changes within and between
geobodies which will help to understand reservoir reactivity, and
3. test the application of non-invasive and continuous ground based terrestrial
hyperspectral methods for the identification of mineralogy in the outcrop.
In order to achieve these aims the Project has included:
•

An investigation of regional geology using both outcrop exposure and highresolution well data, with a particular focus on the sedimentology, stratigraphy
and mineralogy of the Hutton Sandstone.
o These types of studies are scarce in the public domain. Studying the
outcrop can provide information on the dimensions of geobodies with
different reservoir properties, the nature and trends of their bounding
surfaces, internal fabric (bedding) and texture, and therefore assist with
the interpretation of similar geological features observed in cores.
Understanding the nature of the geobodies will assist in conceptualising
the predicted flow pathways of the injected CO2. The depositional
environment and post depositional diagenesis influence composition,
texture and fabric of the strata, which in turn affect both preserved
porosity and permeability.

•

An investigation of inconsistencies in stratigraphic nomenclature and definition
that influence the regional conceptual models used in static modelling.
o The nature of the base of the Hutton Sandstone is still under discussion
in the literature; some authors described it as a regional unconformity
(Hoffmann et al., 2009), others stated that it is conformable with the
underlying Evergreen Formation (Turner et al., 2009; Ziolkowski et al.,
2014). This interpretation difference is important as it influences
interpretation of the hydraulic connectivity across and between systems
that act as reservoirs and seals. The nature of the contact can also vary
geographically across the basin(s).
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The Project tasks listed below were designed to address the aims of the Project.
Progressive outcomes of this work are described in previous Project Milestone
Reports and summarised in this Final Report.
1) Review available literature and interpretations of Hutton Sandstone
depositional environment(s).
2) Develop a detailed model for the depositional environments of the Hutton
Sandstone (from cores) and palaeodrainage (from image logs) assisted by
outcrop mapping.
3) Develop a dataset of geobodies and their characteristics observed in
outcrops (outcrop mapping).
4) Correlate fine-grained intervals and low-clay content sandstone intervals at
field scale (using high density drilling in the APLNG Spring Gully CSG Field
area with wireline gamma as a proxy for clay content).
5) Investigate the distribution and geometry of the “blocky sandstone interval” at
site scale in the APLNG Spring Gully Field area and its recognition within the
Glenhaven 3D Seismic Survey recorded at the Glenhaven site.
6) Determine mineralogical variability in the Hutton Sandstone core using
Hylogger analysis (with lower bin size 1-0.5m)
7) Define mineralogical changes between sedimentary facies and geobodies in
outcrop (ground based hyperspectral mapping), compared with core
Hylogger.
The following chapters of this report summarise the results of these tasks, beginning
with the Literature review.
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3 Literature review
There are few technical journal articles in the public domain about the stratigraphy and
sedimentology of the Hutton Sandstone, although information is included in the
seminal work on the Surat and adjacent basins by the Geological Survey of
Queensland (GSQ) (Green et al, 1997), and more recently in company reports aimed
at groundwater modelling in relation to cumulative impacts from Coal Seam Gas
production (e.g. Guiton et al, 2015; Helm, 2016; OGIA 2016; figure 1).
The available theses including Hill (1986) and Ayers (2014) focused on the
stratigraphic characterisation of the Hutton Sandstone. More recently, work on the
Hutton concentrated on its mineralogy (Bradshaw et al., 2011) and how this would
influence the reactivity of this and underlying reservoirs to CO2 injection (Farquhar et
al., 2013, 2015; Pearce et al., 2015).
Groundwater modelling of the Hutton for the Coal Seam Gas (CSG) water reinjection
trials (Sreekanth and Moore, 2015; Suckow et al., 2016, 2018), provides some
conceptual knowledge of the strata but does not delve into its detailed sedimentology.
The relationship between the Hutton Sandstone and the Walloon Subgroup has been
investigated by OGIA, 2016. The Hutton Sandstone aquifer is not connected to the
Walloon Coal Measures as the intervening Durabilla/Eurombah Formation acts as an
aquitard.
Recently, the Hutton Sandstone outcrop was mapped by Cranfield et al. (2017), but
again this did not investigate its sedimentology or reservoir character.
3.1.1 Surat Basin stratigraphy
The Surat Basin is a ~300,000 km2 siliciclastic basin of south-central Queensland and
north-central New South Wales and it is one of the largest Mesozoic basins in
Queensland, together with Eromanga, Cooper, Galilee, Bowen and Clarence-Moreton
basins (Figure 1A). It consists of up to 2500 m of layered sediments of Jurassic to
Cretaceous age. The Surat Basin unconformably overlies the deep and narrower north
south trending Permo-Triassic Bowen Basin with a thin but extensive clastic blanket.
The Kumbarilla Ridge separates the Surat Basin from the Clarence-Moreton Basin to
the east and the Nebine Ridge separates the Eromanga Basin to the west (Figure 1B).
The Surat Basin was commonly considered an intracratonic sag basin, overlying the
foreland axis of the Taroom Trough (Exon, 1976). The subsidence was considered
constant and undisturbed by syn-tectonic deformation (Fielding et al., 1990). Recent
geodynamic modelling recognized alternation in subsidence and a shift of the
depocentre within the basin (Matthews et al., 2011) suggestive of subduction related
dynamic topography as a control (Babaahmadi et la., 2019; Smith et al., 2019). This
is corroborated by internal basin wide unconformities, which reflect uplift pulses.
Studies by Korsch and Totterdell, 2009 and others (Raza et al., 2009; Waschbusch,
2009; Hamilton et al., 2014) proposed and supported this hypothesis, which invokes
the far-field effect of subduction-related dynamic tilting.
13

Figure 1: A) Geographical map of the largest Mesozoic basins in Central and Southern Queensland. B) Spatial and
chronological relationship between the largest Mesozoic basins in Central and Southern Queensland shown in A.
The blue-shaded basins are referred to Permo-Triassic age sedimentary basins and the green-shaded are TriasCretaceous in age. The dashed line in A traces the ideal location of the cross section in B.
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As a result, the concavity of the basins becomes gentler from the eastern ClarenceMoreton Basin to the western Surat and Eromanga basins, stylised in Figure 1B.
For the Jurassic infill of the basin, Hoffman (2009) followed persistent seismic
reflectors along the main seismic lines that cross the basin. The first sequence
comprises the Precipice Sandstone and the Evergreen Formation (called
supersequence J). The second sequence includes the Hutton Sandstone and the
Walloon Coal Measures (supersequence K), and the third sequence includes the
Springbok Sandstone and Westbourne Formation (supersequence L), Figure 2.

Figure 2: Chronostratigraphic chart of the Clarence- Moreton, Surat and Eromanga Basin. Modified after Turner et
al., 2009. WIM=Westgrove Ironstone Member.
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However, as new well and seismic data
are released with time, the geological
knowledge of the basin increases. This
reveals more complexity within and at the
transition between different sequences.
For example, from our observation we can
affirm that (i) the contact between the
Hutton Sandstone and the Walloon Coal
Measures is gradual although marked
locally by the Durabilla and roughly
equivalent Eurombah formations; (ii) the
sequence does not have only one simple
gradual fining-upward sequence and
within the Hutton Sandstone more than
one trend is recognised; (iii) the basal
contact of the Hutton Sandstone with the
Evergreen Formation shows local erosion,
as well as the contact with the
Durabilla/Eurombah formations (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Drillcore log of the Woleebee Creek GW4.
Note the heterogeneous trends present across the
succession, and the two erosional contacts with the
Evergreen Formation at the base and the Durabilla
Formation at the top.

The basin bounding structures like the
Kumbarilla Ridge and the Nebine Ridge
might have had variable influence on
sedimentation, as early units like the
Precipice Sandstone thin or pinch towards
them, whereas younger units do not
(Figure 1B). For example, the following
formations are interpreted as correlative
across the three basins, although they do
vary laterally in thickness: the Westgrove
Ironstone member of the Evergreen
Formation, the Hutton Sandstone, the
Walloon Coal Measures, the Westbourne
Formation, Cadna-owie Formation. The
Hutton Sandstone and its correlatives are
the most widespread Jurassic unit in the
Great Artesian Basin (Exon et al., 1976;
Green et al., 1997).

Although the basin infill has been
previously interpreted by some authors as
fully continental and not influenced by sealevel variation (Exon, 1976; Fielding,
1996), recent works highlighted how in different units a subtle and persistent marine
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influence exists (Bianchi et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2017; Bianchi et al., 2018, He et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2019). The evidence of marine influence is well recorded in the
sediments within the Evergreen Formation (Westgrove Ironstone Member and
Boxvale Sandstone Member) and is expressed by acritarchs, proximal and distal
deltaic deposits, tidal bundles, chamositic oolites, pelecypods, anoxic black shales and
tempestites (hummocky cross-stratification) (Mollan et al., 1972; Exon et al., 1976;
Fielding, 1996; McKellar, 1998; Turner et al., 2009; Brearley et al., 2018). The marine
influence is also detected in the Precipice Sandstone (Martin et al., 2017; Bianchi et
al., 2018; He et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019) and the Walloon Coal Measure
(Wainmann et al., 2018).
The overlying Hutton Sandstone, interpreted as a fluviatile to deltaic depositional
system (Guiton et al., 2016), is considered as the transition between the restricted
shallow marine to lacustrine Evergreen Formation and the swampy, fresh-water
Walloon Coal Measures (Mollan et al., 1972; Exon, 1976).
3.1.2 Stratigraphy and sedimentology of the Hutton Sandstone
The Hutton Sandstone was first described and named by Reeves (1947) as a Middle
Jurassic sand-dominated formation belonging to the Surat Basin. It extends through
the Eromanga, and Clarence-Moreton basins (Green et al., 1997; Jell, 2013). Its
importance is due to groundwater, hydrocarbon reserves and carbon storage potential
(Reeves, 1947; Mollan et al., 1972; Exon, 1976; Green et al., 1997; Bradshaw et al.,
2011).
It disconformably overlays the Evergreen Formation and conformably underlays the
Durabilla Formation (Exon, 1976), however the nature of the contact is variable across
the basin and is still to be investigated in detail.
The type section is considered near Hutton Creek east-northeast of Injune (Mollan et
al., 1972). The formation crops out very poorly across the northern part of the basin,
associated with a hilly landscape. Towards the Clarence-Moreton Basin, it grades into
the upper part of the Marburg Sandstone on the Kumbarilla Ridge. Although the Hutton
Sandstone is poorly exposed, recently Cranfield et al (2017) remapped the unit, across
the eastern and northern flank of the basin, based on the radiometric satellite
signature.
Consistent with Mollan et al. (1972) and Green et al. (1997) (Figure 4), Cranfield et al.
(2017) divided the formation into two subunits, on the basis of different lithology and
sedimentary architectures: lower Hutton and upper Hutton as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 4: Informal subdivision in the Hutton Sandstone at the wells, Ballymena 1 in the southern part of the basin,
Cabawin 1 in the central part of the basin. (Green et al., 1997)

Mollan et al., (1972) stated that the lower part of the Hutton Sandstone may have been
deposited in a brackish environment since the hosted groundwater is commonly salty,
featuring a high content of sodium chloride, calcium sulphate and sodium carbonate.
The thickness and poor sorting of the sediments in the lower part of the formation
suggest rapid deposition, little reworking, and an abundant supply of terrigenous
sediment.
These characteristics could be the result of a slightly accelerated subsidence, with
some uplift of the source area, as presented in Raza et al., 2009. The better sorting of
the sandstone near the top of the formation may indicate deposition in shallower water,
and more reworking of the sediment. Minor cross bedding indicates that parts of the
formation were probably deposited by streams (Mollan et al, 1972).
Green et al. (1997) described the Hutton Sandstone variability in wireline logs, pointing
out the difference in wireline log response from north to south. In the southern part of
the basin (50 km south from Moonie) the formation in the subsurface presents a lower
unit with sublabile sandstone and more siltstone and shale, rather than its equivalent
in the central part (50 km north from Moonie). Ayers (2013) and Bianchi et al., (2016)
investigated the northern part (Wandoan), where cross-sections and isopach maps
showed a thicker siltier portion in the lower Hutton in the north. On the contrary, in
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Ayers (2013) interpretation the upper Hutton was demonstrated to thicken southward,
particularly along the eastern margin.
In the Eromanga Basin the Hutton Sandstone has consistently been interpreted as
braided fluvial deposits, (Moore et al., 1986) however in the Surat Basin fluvial
depositional processes also included a meandering fluvial component (Exon, 1976;
Hill, 1986; Gray et al., 2002). Eastward the Hutton Sandstone transitions to be part of
the Marburg Formation in the Clarence-Moreton Basin, but with unclear depositional
interpretations (Exon, 1976).
Since then, different depositional environment interpretations of the Hutton Sandstone
have been proposed. Guiton et al., (2015) interpreted the deposits in the northern part
of the Surat Basin as the vertical stacking of mouth bar and channels, without providing
clarity on their stratigraphic or spatial distribution, and this is shown schematically in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Block diagram of the conceptual model for the Hutton Sandstone depositional environment presented by
Guiton et al., 2015.

Bianchi et al. (2016) has attempted to link thickness of the Hutton Sandstone with its
drainage history, Figure 6). The study integrated new palaeocurrent measurements
from image logs and palaeocurrent measurements provided in Ayers (2013), with the
thickness map created from geological formation tops provided by Office of
Groundwater Impact Assessment (OGIA) (2014). Unfortunately, the lower Hutton is
poorly constrained, while the upper Hutton appears to have bifurcating drainage
directions.
This ANLEC project will assist also in the interpretation of the drainage patterns with
the facies analysis.
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Figure 6: Unit thickness maps and Net Sandstone thickness distribution maps for entire Hutton Sandstone. The
thickness maps for the lower and upper Hutton Sandstone also display the palaeocurrent measurements
interpreted from image logs (Bianchi et al., 2016). GR cut-off applied, consistent to the OGIA normalisation to the
Lower Surat Basin succession (clean sandstone GR API< 90).

3.1.3 Mineralogy of the Hutton Sandstone
The Hutton Sandstone in the Surat Basin is characterised by friable fine to medium–
grained thick-bedded quartzose to sublabile sandstone (Reeves, 1947; Houston,
1972; Farquhar, et al., 2013) with intercalation of siltstone, mudstone and minor coal.
Its mineralogy appears to be divided in two populations: quartzarenite and feldspathic
litharenite (Farquhar et al., 2013 modified after Fehr, 1965) (Figure 7).
Allen & Houston (1964) petrographical study attributed a change from the abundance
of fragments of granitic and metamorphic rocks in the sandstones of the Evergreen
Formation to the predominance of fragments of volcanic rocks in the Hutton
Sandstone. However, Exon (1976) stated that from a core analysis the Evergreen
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Formation syndepositional tuffaceous layers are more abundant than in the Hutton
Sandstone.

Figure 7: Quartz-Feldspar-Lithic (QFL) plots for the Early Jurassic infill of the Surat Basin (Farquhar et al., 2013,
modified after Fehr, 1965). H = Hutton Ss, E = Evergreen Fm, P = Precipice Ss

Based on the change of radiometric and textural character on the digital elevation
model across regions where the Hutton Sandstone outcrops, Cranfield (2017)
assessed that the Hutton Sandstone can be divided in two units. Figure 8 shows that
the lower Hutton Sandstone is a fine grained, thin-bedded, sublabile to quartz-rich
sandstone with low radiometric signature and uneven topography. In contrast, the
upper Hutton Sandstone has a higher radiometric signature associated with the thick,
large-scale, low angle trough-cross-bedded feldspathic sublabile sandstone with
minor siltstone and shale.
The lower Hutton Sandstone in the subsurface generally has a higher percentage of
siltstone and shale than the equivalent in the north, which is consistent with Green et
al. (1997), but contradicts Ayers (2013) interpretation. The lower Hutton Sandstone on
the western limb of the syncline is lower in Thorium (Th) whereas the top part has
moderate Th values. Values of Potassium (K) are similar for the lower and upper
Hutton Sandstone on the western limb.
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Figure 8: Hutton Sandstone extend and radiometric signature from Cranfield (2017).

The radiometric images have been calibrated with the HyloggerTM by Cranfield via a
hyperspectral scan of the samples collected from outcrops. The Thermal Infrared (TIR)
spectrum of the samples shows that the lower Hutton Sandstone contains
approximately 40–50% more quartz than the upper Hutton Sandstone. The lower
Hutton Sandstone contains kaolinite and montmorillonite with possible muscovitic illite
and albite.
In addition to the minerals identified in the lower Hutton Sandstone, samples of the
upper Hutton Sandstone also have been shown to contain microcline, confirming a
granitic source, which is in contrast with the statement made by Allen & Houston
(1964), suggesting that the Hutton Sandstone has more volcanic and less granitic
influence. This could arise from lateral variability in the unit and should be investigated
further through provenance analysis and petrophysical character.
According to Farquhar et al. (2013) the Hutton Sandstone is a heterogeneous
reservoir, with geochemically reactive intervals containing smectite, chlorite and Fe–
Mn–Mg–Ca carbonates, in addition to feldspars and lithics, Figure 9.
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Cycles of montmorillonite-dominated distributions recorded in the clay-rich layers (at
the expense of kaolinite-dominated distributions) were observed and were correlated
across the three cores in the study (Chinchilla 3, Chinchilla 4, Taroom 17). Variable
clay matrix content, porosity and locally significant cementation within the Hutton
Sandstone indicate a mineralogically heterogeneous unit that could have the capacity
to buffer the pH or the reactivity of emplaced CO2. This potentially provides an
additional mineral-trapping component of capture and storage within the Hutton
Sandstone reservoir system, in addition to the traditional regional seal provided by the
Evergreen Formation. Conflicting with Cranfield’s (2017) interpretation, the XRD
results indicate a stable quartz content from lower Hutton to upper Hutton, and
supports Green et al., (1997) interpretation of increasing maturity upsection.
Further studies of the distribution of different mineralogy across the whole
basin is warranted.

Figure 9: Representative XRD mineral distribution in Chinchilla 4, where bar thickness approximates the relative
proportions for each mineral (Farquhar et al., 2013).
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3.1.4 Hydrogeology of the Hutton Sandstone
Groundwater modelling of the Hutton Sandstone for the Coal Seam Gas (CSG) water
reinjection trials (Sreekanth and Moore, 2015; Suckow et al., 2016) provides some
conceptual knowledge of the unit that can support understanding of likely flow
pathways during CO2 injection. The CSG water is derived as a by-product from the
overlying Walloon Coal Measures, which are subject to intense development for gas.
As the Hutton Sandstone is a regional aquifer utilised for agriculture, it has received
attention as it represents a risk of depletion due to CSG development in the shallower
strata. It is interpreted to contain recharge areas across regions of subcrop/outcrop
on the eastern and northeastern edge of the basin (Habermehl, 1980). Similarly to
what was observed in the Precipice Sandstone, groundwater flow within certain areas
of the Hutton Sandstone also moves northeastward towards the outcrop line (Figure
10), which is counterintuitive (Hodgkinson et al., 2010). This counter flow is thought to
be controlled by the presence of the Dawson River alluvium to the north and the
Condamine alluvium to the east of the Surat Basin. It was suggested in Bianchi et al
(2016) that the north to northeastward dipping cross beds within the Precipice
Sandstone might also have contributed to these flow pathways.
Suckow et al. (2016 and 2018) provide information on permeability variability with an
evaluation of groundwater velocity and flow direction in the Hutton Sandstone using a
range of environmental tracers that target different age bands.
Both ‘young’ (3H and SF6) and ‘old’ (14C, 36Cl and 4He) groundwater tracers were used
in order to evaluate potential mixing between various groundwater sources. Despite
the ‘old’ tracers suggesting that part of the Hutton Sandstone water is of Pleistocene
age (subsequently contested in the later report), the additional presence of ‘young’
tracers, suggests that there are parts of the Hutton that have a portion of the formation
water 50 years old or older.
Use of new environmental tracers show that the Pleistocene aged water could be even
older (Suckow et al., 2018). This could either reflect a natural mixing or artificial (i.e.
bore leakage) connectivity with shallower aquifers (Gubberamunda Sandstone or
Condamine Alluvium). However, the ‘young’ tracers reflect a source not younger than
50 years, therefore leakage from the shallow aquifers cannot be assessed.
The Hutton Sandstone appears to exhibit a dual porosity system (pores and fractures).
Suckow et al. (2016) show that the parts of the formation that contain high permeability
pathways could have transmitted formation water from outcrop to the point of
measurement thereby explaining the young age dates. Slower diffusion processes or
even stagnation through the low permeability parts of the Hutton Sandstone can
explain the older age dates.
A mixing model of these two flow-system components is one explanation that fits all
of the isotope data and would confirm that the Hutton Sandstone is highly
heterogeneous with variable permeability. It is necessary to relate these variations to
the sedimentary facies in order to understand their spatial distribution.
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Figure 10: Modelled direction of groundwater within Hutton Sandstone (from Hodgkinson et al., 2010).

3.1.5 Knowledge gaps
The literature review highlights a lack of focus on the Hutton Sandstone
sedimentology. More recent groundwater studies are not connected to the
sedimentary facies and therefore are unable to provide a predictive model framework.
The background review highlighted some interpretation differences in the distribution
and subdivision of the Hutton Sandstone. These interpretation differences are likely
the result of limited outcrops at different localities which result in an incomplete basin
scale picture of the geological extent of the Hutton Sandstone.
The palaeotopography of the Surat Basin revealed two separate systems for the
Precipice Sandstone (La Croix et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; He et al., 2019) and
this has increased the uncertainty of geobody distribution particularly in the southern
part of the basin. It is possible that a similar situation could exist in the Hutton
Sandstone and therefore, a consistent investigation across the basin of depositional
environments and their geological evolution is required.
Better definition of the palaeodrainage, subunit thickness, and sedimentary facies will
assist in conceptualising spatial heterogeneity of the Hutton Sandstone aquifer.
Coupled with mineralogy linked to provenance, depositional environment and
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subsequent diagenesis will assist in the predictive modelling of the distribution of CO2
reactive rock types.
The issues presented above are addressed in this ANLEC Project, and particularly
focus on the sedimentary features observed and measured in outcrop that condition
the interpretation of subsurface core and wireline logs. However, interpretation of
potential differences between the CTSCo’s EPQ7 northern Surat Basin permit where
Glenhaven is located and CTSCo’s EPQ10 permit in the southern part of the basin will
not be addressed by this Project.
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4 Methodology
4.1 Facies analysis in outcrop and core
The aim of the sedimentological investigation was to recognise different sedimentary
facies in outcropping deposits and in core. A sedimentary facies is a bed of sediment
(independent of scale), which has distinguishable features from adjacent sedimentary
beds regarding: grain-size, boundaries, internal stratification and sedimentary
accessories (mudclasts, bioturbation, roots, shells, etc). The objective of a facies
analysis is to combine different facies into facies associations (these have
connotations of geobodies with a typical size), which in turn defines a succession of
depositional environments. Within the stratigraphic record depositional environments
are recorded in sedimentary subunits, that match the description of allounits (sensu
North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1983).
Facies associations were characterised via bed by bed logging and outcrop
architectural panels, with the aim of identifying associations of spatially and genetically
related facies that form geobodies. The previous Precipice Sandstone Outcrop
Modelling Project (ANLEC 7-0314-0228) identified and grouped facies into two
allounits (Lower Precipice Sandstone and Upper Precipice Sandstone), with different
properties. These two different units showed an association between reservoir flow
units and the geobodies in CTSCo’s recent dynamic reservoir simulation to support its
proposed injection test at Glenhaven. Therefore, this same approach was used for the
Hutton, to investigate for differences in geometries, size and characteristics of the
geobodies recognised in the lower Hutton and upper Hutton.

4.2 Close range outcrop photogrammetry and sedimentary observation
Data acquisition used close range photogrammetry which is a remote sensing
technique that allows the reconstruction of 3D objects from 2D photography. The
Project used Agisoft PhotoScan™, which is commercially available software for the
creation of 3D photogrammetric models.
PhotoScan™ operates on the ‘structure-from-motion’ principle, building 3D models
from sufficiently overlapping photographs. Furthermore, GPS measurements of
ground control points (GCPs) spread throughout the scene were imported into the
software to georeference the 3D models. Subsequently, the models are used for
detailed litho-structural mapping and analysis to identify sedimentary features (e.g.
bedding), which assists in calculating sedimentary body dimensions and evaluating
reservoir properties (as per the workflow of Klawitter et al., 2018). A broad literature
review regarding 3D close range photogrammetry was submitted in the ANLEC project
7-0314-0228. For further information about the method used in this project please refer
to the previous project report (Bianchi et al., 2016)
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4.3 Sedimentary logging and interpretation of subsurface data
As discussed in section 3.1.1 Hoffman (2009), interpreted supersequences
corroborated by seismic horizons, which generally follow the lithostratigraphic
convention, although recent work has adjusted the correlations of the Sandstone and
Evergreen Formation units on the western margin (Wang et al., 2019). Here, the
recognition of different facies in core prompted recorrelation of wireline logs, aided by
seismic (Gonzalez pers. Comm.), which pinches out the already thinned Precipice
Sandstone further to the west, and allows siltstones and sandstones within the
Evergreen Formation to transgress. However, the Hutton Sandstone units, although
thinned, continue across the Nebine Ridge, toward the Eromanga Basin.
Within these larger-scale coarse to fine unit sequences, there is lithological variability
that can be packaged using a similar sequence stratigraphic approach. The low
permeability, finer grained units occur during base level rise, or the transgressive
systems tract (TST), often associated with a maximum flooding surface (MFS). The
MFS at a regional scale defines the shift from stacked fining upwards, to stacked
coarsening upwards sequences. The MFS at a local scale delineates the top of the
fining upward sequence. The coarsening upward sequences are capped by sequence
boundaries (SB) that at regional scale define a drop in base level and the start of a
new sequence. At local level, SB surfaces are erosional that divide a coarsening
upward from a fining upward sequence. The boundaries recognised in the correlations
are named SBn and MFSn, n ranges from 1 (bottom) to 4 (top).
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Figure 11: Map of the study area and location of the outcrop sites, studied cores and main towns. Contours shown
are base Hutton Sadstone (subsea dataum). APLNG area is marked in blue, east of Taroom 17 core.

4.4 High resolution model (the APLNG area) using wireline logs
A higher resolution model of the lower and upper Hutton Sandstone was constructed
using the wireline data from the densely drilled APLNG Spring Gully Field (Figure 11).
Within the Field well spacing is on average < 1 km, and the area is 60 km x 60 km.
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Note that the Glenhaven area is significantly smaller (3 km x 3 km). Spring Gully is
located 100 km NW of EPQ7 and 50 km S of the outcrop line. The public domain
dataset consists of more than 60 open-file wells and respective wireline logs. The
wireline logs include gamma ray, which were normalised to the lower Surat Basin
formations, as well as density, sonic and resistivity logs, where present. The gamma
ray was considered as a proxy for the lithology with lower GR values representative of
increased sand content.
In this area the top succession of the Hutton Sandstone was often logged through
casing, resulting in an abrupt lowering of gamma ray values, which mimicked a sharp
change in lithology (i.e. from mud to sandstone). However, the shape of the gamma
trend remains invariant and the wells were studied in respect to the casing depth. No
other interpreted datasets (for example strata picks) were available as open file in this
area.
The well correlation was carried using a sequence stratigraphic approach as
mentioned in the previous paragraph. In the area, SB and MFS surfaces were
identified and correlated between wells using well cross-section panels. The surfaces
interpreted in the Spring Gully wells were correlated to the studied cores: Taroom 17
(~50 km away) and West Wandoan 1 (~100 km away), chosen for their relative
proximity to the area. The facies are described in the results section (5.1.4).

Figure 12: Map of the APLNG area and cross section location related to the studied cores: Taroom 17 and West
Wandoan 1.
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4.5 Seismic interpretation
The 3 km by 3 km Glenhaven 3D Seismic Survey in EPQ7 includes the West Wandoan
1 well that was cored through all but the upper part of the Hutton Sandstone. It was
found that the Hutton Sandstone exhibits an inconsistent seismic amplitude response
and it is difficult to interpret the amplitudes as having any direct correlation with
lithology changes. CTSCo then generated and interpreted the amplitude versus offset
(AVO) and seismic inversion volumes in order to investigate the correlation of the
geobodies interpreted from these volumes with sedimentary facies within the Hutton
Sandstone. This correlation would provide spatial information on the distribution of
possible flow units and baffles within the formation.
Rock physics correlations between the West Wandoan 1 well log responses and facies
associations described in the West Wandoan 1 core and inverted seismic elastic
properties indicated that it was possible to map the seismic inversion elastic properties
in specific inversion volumes created to focus on different intervals within Hutton
Sandstone. Although this workflow did not work for all intervals examined, it was
successful in mapping better reservoir quality rock within the middle and upper part of
the Hutton Sandstone. The successful workflow showed that the interval responded
to a match using a combination of inversion volumes. The spatial distribution of the
seismic inversion “geobodies” was examined to determine if the scale and continuity
could be related to actual geobody observations made from the Hutton outcrops and
the Spring Gully Field well correlations discussed later in this report.
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5 Results
5.1 Sedimentary Facies
5.1.1 Facies identified in outcrop
A total of 31 outcrops of Hutton Sandstone and 1 outcrop of Evergreen Formation were
mapped, but only 15 Hutton Sandstone outcrops were included in the interpretation,
because they provide continuity of exposure and thus the interpretation was not
ambiguous. The outcrops were mapped and photographed, incorporating a brief
description of the overall architectures and palaeocurrent measurements. Of the 15
outcrops interpreted, eight were suitable for photogrammetry and hyperspectral
scanning and were also located in a geologically representative site, hence they were
surveyed and subjected to high definition sedimentary logging. Coordinates of the
outcrop locations are presented in spreadsheet in the Appendix.
No individual outcrop is explained here in detail, but a summary description of the
facies and their interpretation is presented. The facies recognised in outcrop are
summarized in Table 2 along with their interpreted processes of deposition. Some
processes occur in many environments, but their progression and associated
ichnofacies allows them to be interpreted in a particular sedimentary environment.
Within each of these environments, the facies associations help to define the
geobodies and together with their interpreted geometry provide insight into the likely
palaeogeography. The facies geobody dimensions based on the outcrop observations
has been compared to literature data and this is shown in Table 3.
Photographs of the different facies are presented in Figures 13 to 17, and the
distribution of the interpreted geobodies across the outcrop line is presented in Figure
18.
Cores, wireline and seismic datasets are used to assist in the spatial reconstruction of
the palaeoenvironments and this is discussed later in section 6.1.
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Table 1: Facies description and interpretation

Code
Ss

Deposits

Processes

Structureless medium sandstone non
channelised, organised in lobate
geometries

MC

Sediment-gravity flow

Rip up turbulent flow
Mud clasts layers made of shale

Slurry flow

CSs

Channelised structureless medium
sandstone, with rare clay

Channelised sediment gravity
flow

CTs

Channelised trough-cross stratified
medium to coarse sandstone, rich in
quartz

Channelised Laminar
(upper regime)

Unconfined plane parallel stratified
medium sandstone, rich in quartz, very
well sorted, sometimes with vertical
burrowing

High energy
winnowing

Bf

Bioturbated fine-grained sediment such as
siltstone and mudstone

Soft sediment burrowing

Lf

Laminated fine-grained sediment such as
siltstone and mudstone, no bioturbation

Low hydraulic regime laminar
flow/flocculation

Carbonaceous dark mudstone

Fine-grained accumulation in
reduced environment

Ws

Wave bedded fine sandstone into
laminated dark mudstone

Low energy wave winnowing
and tidal flow

Ls

Lenticular bedded fine sandstone into
laminated dark mudstone

Low to medium energy Tidal
flow

HBs

Herringbone stratified medium to fine
sandstone with silt deposited in the toe.

High energy tidal flow

SCs

Swaley cross stratified medium sandstone

High energy storm event

RCs

Climbing ripple laminated fine sandstone

Hyperpycnal flow

Rf

Rooted to mottled fine-grained sediment
such as siltstone and mudstone

Soft sediment rooting

Ds

Deformed and flame structured medium to
fine sandstone, with some rare pebbles

Soft
sediment
loading/fluidification

Coal layers

Accumulation of organic
matter in stable water table.

PPs

Cm

Cl
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from

flow

wave

Table 2: Facies association, geobodies dimensions and depositional environments.

Facies
association

Geobodies

Dimensions

Environment

Ss, RCs, Ds

Proximal mouth bar

T 4 m, L >45 m

Deltaic

Lf, RCs, Ds,
Cm, Ws, Ls,
HBs

Distal mouth bar,
prodelta,
lagoon/estuary

T 0.3 m, L >10
m (lenses)

Deltaic/Tidal

CSs, MC, Rf

Distributary plain

T 1 m, L 20 m

Deltaic

Shoreface

T 5 m, L 50

Beach

Braided plain

T 2 m, L 6 m

Fluvial

PPs, Ws, SCs

CTs, Rf

Representation

In general, the outcrops show a repetitive facies association from east to west that is
illustrated in Figure 11. This pattern begins with highly bioturbated mudstone layers to
massive and structureless, or massive, medium grained sandstone comprising a
coarsening-upward trend. The massive sandstone is represented as in Figure 11D,
which develops erosive concave geometries with mud clasts (Figure 11B and Figure
14) at the base, indicative of a relatively large sediment supply (Nemec, 1990) or
channel flank collapse (Bridge, 2000). They succeed intercalations of turbiditic beds,
characterised by graded beds, which have fluidification structures at the base (Figure
13) and climbing ripples with subcritical to supercritical flow regime at the top (Figure
12A). The waning stage of the turbiditic beds is expressed by a bioturbated mudstone
(Figure 12C). The high bioturbation intensity reveals that the basin floor was
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oxygenated and therefore hosting prolific conditions for life. The overall sequence is
indicative of distal mouth bars in an enclosed basin like an estuary, corroborated also
by the lobate geometries of the massive sandstone and the turbiditic beds (Olariu and
Bhattacharya, 2006). These sedimentary architectures are found all along the outcrop
line and are more likely to be exposed close to the lower contact with the Evergreen
Formation. This corroborates Guiton’s interpretation of the Hutton Sandstone
developing first as a series of prograding delta lobes into the Evergreen basin, which
has implications for the lateral continuity of lithologies that influence the reservoir
properties. For instance, channel facies would be porous bodies with discrete
geometries, while shoreface facies would have more continuous geometries.
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Figure 13: Deposits of proximal mouth bar facies in outcrop on the E margin of the basin; the outcrop allows a 3D
exposure. A) Photopanorama of massive, structureless sandstone that pinches out laterally in lobe shape (Facies
codes: Ss, Lf). B) Footprints of isolated large mud clasts (cobble size) present mostly at the base of the mouth bar
(Facies codes: MC). C) Lateral wedging out of distal mouth bar beds, characterized by sandstone climbing ripples
passing into mudstone (Facies codes: Lf, RCs). D) The vertical stacking of mouth bar is expressed by a coarsening
upward succession, where sandstone beds of the interbedded succession thicken upward with respect to the
mudstone layers.
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Some tidal influences are indicated by the observation of tidal flat features and mud
drapes recorded in the strata (Figure 12B). In particular, these features start to appear
at the top of the lower stratigraphic interval of the Hutton Sandstone outcrop. This
indicates a transition between the high sediment supply mouth bar complex of the
basal lower Hutton Sandstone and the transgression just above.

Figure 14: A) Sandstone beds showing climbing ripples representing critical to supercritical flow (Facies code:
RCs). B) Wavy and lenticular bedding in organic-rich mudstone (Facies code: Ws, Ls, Cm). C) Bioturbation in
mudstone strata in planar view (Facies code: Bf); Pl, planolites; Ar, arenicolites. Bioturbation intensity is 4/6 on the
scale by Droser and Bottjer (1988).
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Figure 15: Photographs of the outcrop in Carnarvon Highway, location shown in Figure 13. A) Panoramic view of
outcrop in proximity of Injune in the W of the basin; B) intercalation of turbiditic beds, which show graded beds,
climbing ripples and laminated mudstone, interpreted as deposits of a distal mouth bar environment (Facies code:
Lf, RCs, Cm); C) vertical stacking of mouth bars, interpreted to represent the transition between the proximal mouth
bar, composed of massive sandstone and the distal mouth bar characterized by fine sandstone rippled laminated;
D) fluidification structures occurring at the base of the massive sandstone (Facies code: Ds).
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Figure 16: A) Central part of large mouth bars, in proximity of the terminal distributary channel (Facies codes: Ss,
MC, CSs); B) large deformed clasts made of mudstone are aligned and lay at the base of each channel base
(Facies code: MC). Notebook for scale in B.
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Just above the tidally influenced deposits, some clean and well-sorted sandstone are
found, interpreted as a beach barrier setting (Figure 15A and B). This hypothesis is
corroborated by the Skolithos ichnofacies (Diplocraterion/Ophiomorpha?) that
burrowed white, calcarenitic well-sorted sandstone in association with intrastrata
(biogenic?) calcareous concretion (Arnott and Dumas, 1999), consistent with the
interpretation made in the core from West Wandoan 1 (823 m TVD), as a sand barrier.

Figure 17: Outcrop located in the eastern part of the basin, belonging to the middle part of the outcrop line. A)
Panoramic view of the outcrop, showing massive graded sandstone with a few thin bedded layers. (Facies codes:
PPs, SCs) B) Well-sorted mature whitish sandstone with Thalassinoides ichnogenera (Facies code: PPs). C)
Calcareous concretions in tubular forms, probably of biogenic origin.

Located closer to the upper contact with the Eurombah/Durabilla Formation, only one
outcrop (Figure 16) belonging to the Hutton Sandstone showed channelised, coarse,
mature sandstone bodies. In this outcrop, the sandstone body cuts into the underlying
root penetrated silty floodplain (Figure 16D) with an erosive contact floored by
quartzose medium pebbles, and showing clasts imbricated towards the east (Figure
16C). This association of facies is interpreted as belonging to a multi-channel
deposited braided fluvial plain (Reading, 2003).
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Figure 18: Outcrop located on the southeastern side of the outcrop line, belonging to the upper part of the Hutton
Sandstone exposure (close to the Eurombah Formation boundary). A) Panorama view of part of the outcrop and
the location of pictures B, C and D. The outcrop is composed of a basal layer of thin laminated siltstone and
unconformably above lies a thick coarse to granular sandstone body. (Facies codes: CTs, Lf, Rf) B) close-up on
the moderately sorted sandstone with very mature sub angular quartz granules (Facies code: CTs). C) Pebbles at
the bottom of the thick sandstone body (clasts imbrication indicates an eastward palaeoflow direction). D) Rootlets
found in the underlying siltstone. (Facies code: Rf)

Figure 20 shows the spatial distribution of the depositional environment recognised
across the outcrops of the Hutton Sandstone. Overall, the most frequent geobody is
the proximal mouth bar (observed in 7 outcrops) followed by the distal mouth
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bar/prodelta geobody (observed in 5 outcrops), then distributary channels, fluvial
channels and shoreline facies are less frequent.
Of these facies it is not possible to detect a consistent spatial distribution in the area,
their occurrence seems to not follow any trend. However, the shoreline sandstone is
exposed in the middle of the outcrop line, which corresponds to a stratigraphical
section; the distributary channels are recognised in the outcrop close to the basal
contact with the Evergreen Formation and the fluvial facies crops out at the upper
contact with the Durabilla/Eurombah Formation. The combination of these observed
facies however does provide the general palaeogeographic setting that will be used in
the interpretation of the core and the seismic survey data.

Figure 19: Schematic representation of the geobodies distribution in the outcrop belt.

5.1.2 Outcrop photogrammetry and the determination of geobody geometries
The photogrammetry models assisted in reconstructing the dimensions of geobodies.
Full 3D mapping was not achieved due to the 2D nature of the outcrops. The
geobodies have been digitalised and stored in the Agisoft™ database with
interpretation and dimensional data. None of the geobodies is completely exposed
therefore the dimensions have to be carefully extrapolated.
Two of the studied outcrops and their associated geobody interpretations are
described below.
In Figure 20, the distributary channel is interpreted to be 3 m thick and it cuts 1.3 m
into the proximal mouth bar with a concave shape. The fine-grained layers (0.7 m
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thick) are indicative of distal mouth bars, the compact sandstone (1.3- 2.8 m thick)
indicate proximal mouth bars. The proximal and the distal mouth bars are vertically
stacked above each other. The lateral extent is hard to determine from the outcrop,
but the vertical extent shows that the proximal mouth bars are thicker than the distal
lobes, with a ratio 1:3/4.

Figure 20: Site H07, geobodies are measured through the digitalization of the units. The model being georeferenced
and scaled provides the real dimensions of the marked geobodies. Unfortunately, in every case, each geobodies
cannot be defined entirely due to the limited exposure of the units. Outcrop face 14.6 m long, 2.3 m high.

In Figure 21, the same sedimentological organisation, made of a distributary channel,
proximal and distal mouth bars, shows a clear coarsening upward due to the
progradation of the top mouth bar. The channel measures 4 m long and 1.3 m high,
the distal mouth bars appear to be lenses or layers with maximum thickness of 1 m.
The top layer is composed of compact and thick sandstone (~3 m).

Figure 21: Site H01: The distributary channel is exposed on the bottom left of the outcrop and a prograding mouth
bar lays on top of it. Outcrop face 32 m long, max height 3.1 m

In the surveyed outcrops the distal mouth bars provide laterally continuous clay layers
reducing flow path connectivity between adjacent geobodies.
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5.1.3 Facies observations in core
Facies variations occur across the basin. An example of facies heterogeneity
interpreted from core Woleebee Creek GW4 is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Compilation of facies that are characteristic for the Hutton Sandstone in GW4. Mc, mud clasts (MC); Pl,
Planolite and Dp, diplocraterion; Zo, zoophycus; Lk, lockeia. (Bf); wr, wave ripples (Ws); cs, clean sandstone (CTs);
tb, tidal bundales (Lf).

The observations coming from the six cores is documented in the following description;
this section presents the description of facies from the bottom to the top of the Hutton
Sandstone succession, following a representative stratigraphy moving up section. The
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succession varies vertically in a similar way amongst cores, however facies anomalies
that are recognised only in one core are described separately with special mention.
The facies associations found in different cores across the basin reveal the evolution
of the Hutton Sandstone palaeogeography. The overall thickness of the Hutton
Sandstone varies across the basin from 100 to 250 m as shown in Figure 5. The
thickest occurrence is located in the NE of the basin. The occurrence of a NE
depocenter of the basin is consistent with other formations below (Evergreen
Formation) and above (Springbok Sandstone), possibly suggesting an active
movement of the Moonie fault. However, within the Surat Basin the shifting of the
depocenter occurred frequently as a result of the tectonic titling described by
Washbusch et al., (2009) and Bianchi et al. (2016). Another possible cause of the
shifting in depocentres would be the presence of differential compaction in the
underlaying Evergreen Formation.
The Hutton Sandstone disconformably overlies the Evergreen Formation, beginning
with a thick coarse sandstone interval. It is characterised as a compact, blocky,
medium sandstone that appears structureless and massive (Ss facies), with sporadic
to frequent mud clast layers (MC facies) at the base of the section (~20 to 40 m thick).
Mud clast diameters range from 2 cm to 6 cm sometimes appearing either squeezed
or undeformed. The mud clasts were ripped up from the underlying Evergreen
Formation, which could possibly indicate a short interval of no-deposition or a quick
fall of base level. In West Wandoan 1 it is possible to recognise bioturbation and
lamination within them. The structureless sandstone gradually fades into a thick (~30
to 50 m), heterogeneous, mud-dominated section (Lf, Cm facies) that is recognised
across the whole basin (MF1 across the basin, corroborate Green at al., 1997 and
Ayers, 2013). This part is topped by some coarsening-upward, fine sandstone
packages, characterised by climbing ripples (RCs facies) ending in thin coal beds beds
(Cl facies). The bioturbation is intense but intermittent and increases upsection with
the co-occurrence of Planolites and Diplocratherion ichnogenera (Bf) and cooccurrence with rootlets (Rf).
From a sharp erosional surface, the sandstone quality increases upwards, developing
a well sorted, clean sandstone, which is characterised by cross stratification and
supplemented by Ophiomorpha ichnogenera present at the top (PPs facies). The
thickness of this sandstone can vary from 10 to 20 m across the basin, identified with
the first sandstone occurring after the SB2 in the studied cores. The sandstone
abruptly fines upwards into a very-fine sandstone, complemented with mud drapes,
horizontal bioturbation and rooting prior to being capped by a coal layer (Ls, Rf, Cm).
Some layers present load structures (Ds). The thickness of this sequence is less than
10 m. In some locations across the basin (Chinchilla 4) this facies association is
substituted by a conglomerate interval.
Moving upsection another erosional contact floors a structureless, medium sandstone
with frequent mud clast layers (Ss and MC). In Chinchilla 4, this interval is substituted
by conglomerate layers of different origins (CTs). This approximately 30 m thick
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interval grades into finer sediments and subsequently coarsens up again. The finer
sediments are slightly siltier than the previous mud-dominated section, which indicates
an overall coarsening upwards. At the base of the coarsening upward section, the
siltstone shows sandy lenticular bedding with intermittent bioturbation. Moving up
section the sandstone increases to form drapes of well segregated sandy beds
alternating between black, organic-rich mud and medium sand (Lf). Lenticular to wavy
bedding, local erosional scours, plant debris and structured sandy beds are frequent
towards the top (Ls, Ws). No shelly fossils are observed.
At the top of the succession a coarse and quartzose sandstone or conglomerate is
organised in channelised trough cross stratification and unconformably overlies the
previously described section (CTs). The conglomerate consists of pebbles of different
mineralogy (polymictic). Within the sandstone the matrix is represented by a white clay
that plugs most of the pores and hence provides a non-uniform, low porosity. This unit
is accompanied by lateral white siltstone layers with well-developed roots (Rf). This
interval is sometimes recognised as the Durabilla/Eurombah Formation. It marks an
environmental change across the basin, since it is widely recognised in multiple cores
(Taroom 17 and Roma 8).
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Figure 23: Gamma ray curve of the overall studied system (Precipice-Evergreen-Hutton). Gamma ray and
sedimentological log of WW1, Hutton Sandstone interval. It is considered as the representative of the studied cores.
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Figure 24: Gamma ray curve of the overall studied system (Precipice-Evergreen-Hutton). Gamma ray and
sedimentological log of Woleebee Creek GW4.
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Figure 25: Gamma ray curve of the overall studied system (Precipice-Evergreen-Hutton). Gamma ray and
sedimentological log for Chinchilla 4.
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Figure 26: Gamma ray curve of the overall studied system (Precipice-Evergreen-Hutton). Gamma ray and
sedimentological log for Roma 8. Note the thickness of the Hutton Sandstone compared to the Precipice and
Evergreen formation.
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Figure 27: Gamma ray curve of the overall studied system (Precipice-Evergreen-Hutton). Gamma ray and
sedimentological log for Taroom 17

Nangway 1 is located on the south eastern margin of the Surat Basin, 500 km south
east of Chinchilla 4, in proximity to the Moonie Oil Field (Figure 28). Although the main
investigation is focussed on the northern part of the basin, the logging of the core
Nangway 1 in Figure 29 showed that the Hutton Sandstone is different albeit having
similar upper and lower subdivision and similar thickness to the Hutton Sandstone
sequences viewed in outcrop and described in the northern Surat Basin cores.
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Figure 28: Location of Nangway 1 cored well considered as representative of the Hutton Sandstone in the Southern
Surat Basin
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Figure 29: Sedimentological log of Nangway 1.
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5.1.4 Detailed correlation and interpretation of wireline facies and geobodies in the APLNG
Spring Gully Field
Gamma ray signatures of open file wireline logs from APLNG’s Spring Gully were used
to interpreted facies at each well location. Cores for drill holes within the APLNG area
were not made available at the time of the study. Therefore, the association between
wireline and core facies interpreted in the other areas was used.
The following depositional environments are interpreted based on interpretations
made in outcrop and in core described earlier in this report.
1. The fining-upward interval indicates distributary or fluvial plain;
2. the coarsening-upward interval describes vertical stacking mouth bars; and
3. the blocky intervals characterise amalgamated sandstone bodies found in a
shoreline environment (if 20-m thick) or in a distributary channel or braided
channel setting (if thicker than 30 m).
Surfaces were picked bounding interpreted facies intervals that are characterised by
the shape of the gamma ray curve:
1. A funnel shape indicates coarsening upwards;
2. a bell shape indicates fining upwards; and
3. and a blocky shape indicates an amalgamated sandstone dominated facies
A fining upwards interval is interpreted to be confined between surfaces SBn and
MFSn and coarsening upwards between surfaces MFSn and SBn. The blocky
intervals can occur simultaneously with fining and coarsening upwards intervals.
Each wireline facies represents a particular sedimentary response to sea level
variation.
The distribution of the blocky intervals is interpreted to mark the location where the
main amalgamated channel trunk or shoreline was located. The blocky intervals have
a significant impact on the interpretation of the paleogeography. In detail, these bodies
are thin (20 m) but laterally extensive and correlate to relatively clean sandstones.
Their thicker (50-80 m) counterpart is commonly interpreted as braided river channel
bars (e.g. in the Precipice Sandstone), whereas these thinner features seen here are
interpreted to represent migrating dunes in a shoreline setting. Recognition of this
facies association has helped to constrain the different possible facies associations
that could otherwise be attributed to similar wireline GR log signatures, and this
interpretation was tested by examination of the 3D geometry of the geobodies
identified in the Glenhaven 3D seismic inversion volumes.
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The Hutton Sandstone occurs between sequence boundaries SB1 and SB4, with
smaller scale sequences present within this large interval. The bounding surfaces
were identified and correlated in the APLNG Spring Gully wireline logs for the APLNG
as shown in Figure 30.
It can be seen that the intervals are not of constant thickness, and this gives an
indication of the variable recurrence of the geobodies, that populate the sequences.
In general, the intervals thin upsection, with some funnel-shaped wireline facies being
only a few meters thick.
SB1-MF1 is the first interval and is also the thickest (> 50 m) and it consists of a blocky
shaped GR log signature passing up into a fining upward interval. This configuration
is interpreted as the initial distributary amalgamated channels and distributary plain in
transgression, which is consistent with the core interpretation described earlier in
section 5.1.3. MF1 marks the top of the finest grained deposits of the entire
succession.
The following MF1-SB2 interval includes thin coarsening upward wireline facies at the
base, overlain by another fining-upward wireline facies (thicker more than 50 m). The
high variability in wireline facies of this interval demonstrates that the system is in
transgression, dominated by mudstone.
The SB2-MF2 interval is thinner, from 5 m to 30 m thickness, and it is characterised
by a majority of blocky-shaped wireline facies and some minor fining-upward wireline
facies. The blocky intervals indicate a shoreline setting, in agreement with the outcrop
and core description interpretations.
The MF2-SB3 interval is characterised by a series of stacked coarsening upward
wireline facies each about 5-10 m thick within a maximum total interval thickness of
20 m; this indicates a vertical stacking of prograding mouth bars.
The SB3-MF3 interval shows a large variability of thickness from 5 m to ca. 20 m, the
interval is dominated by fining-upward wireline facies either composed of sandstone
and siltstone or siltstone and mudstone. This pattern indicates the overall onset
distributary plain / channels or lower delta plain environments.
Finally, the MF3-SB4 shows a dominant blocky shape of the wireline log, confirming
the onset of a fluvial plain environment with amalgamated channels. The sequence is
generally more than 30 m thick confirming the fluvial interpretation.
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Figure 30: Cross section of APLNG wells oriented NW-SE in context with Taroom 17 (left) and West Wandoan 1
(right).
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Figure 31 displays every log signature in plan view filtered by sequence interval. This
visualisation enhanced the understanding of the wireline facies distribution across the
area. In particular, following the orientation of the blocky wireline shape assists to
visualise if it is characteristic for either an amalgamated channel trunk or shoreline
deposit, other than the thickness of the intervals (as discussed above).
At basin scale the regional flow direction is eastward (palaeocurrents presented in
Bianchi et al., 2016), however in this area it is inferred to be variable with a stronger
southeast component due to the alignment of the facies.
•

SB1-MF1: In the first interval the blocky facies is NE-SW trending and shows a
sinuous shape that bifurcates southwards, similar to distributary branches,
which is consistent with core and outcrop interpretation. Hence, the blocky
wireline facies is interpreted to be an amalgamated channel trunk.

•

Likewise, the MF1-SB2 and SB2-MF2 intervals have a NE-SW trending blocky
facies, however the adjacent facies show some differences: the MF1-SB2
interval is divided into thin bell-shaped packages at the NW corner) and one
thick funnel shape at the SE corner. Therefore, the blocky wireline facies is
interpreted to be a thinner amalgamated channel trunk.

•

In the SB2-MF2 the blocky belt is wider than in the other intervals. Here, the
blocky sandstone represents the mid shoreline deposits that are recognised in
seismic, cores and outcrop.

Assuming that the blocky facies in the SB2-MF2 interval represents a shoreline that is
a continuous environment, the belt in the APLNG area could be a sand
ridge/bank/beach. With this in mind, the following interpretations were made.
Moving upwards the blocky facies transforms in irregular patches, potentially
representing tidal/wave bars. While the blocky facies decreases, the funnel shape
facies increases, confirming the fading of the trunk system. This could be due to
several reasons: (i) during temporary transgression, the system is characterised by an
increasing number of distal mouth bars, (ii) the system responds to the general
regression by developing delta plains and splays. The trend of one relict of the blocky
facies changes towards a W-E orientation and it appears to be finer grained than the
older intervals. Eventually the sandstone quality increases in the last interval and can
be associated with a multi-channel setting, which is consistent with the braided facies
found in cores and outcrops.
These facies maps provide a conceptual model of the palaeogeography in layer time,
however the wide well spacing of wells with public domain well logs and the absence
of an open file core prevents a unique interpretation of the palaeogeography of the
area.
The blocky wireline facies found in APLNG area are shown in the representative
wireline log in Figure 31. The blocky wireline facies corresponds to the three main
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sandstone intervals found in West Wandoan 1 core and wireline log (Figure 32). They
represent three low stand system tracts within the Hutton Sandstone. The Glenhaven
3D Seismic Survey inversion volumes were examined to determine if they have a
seismic signature that can be mapped.
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Figure 31: Panel of facies maps representing the distribution of the Hutton Sandstone intervals recognised in the
APLNG area.

5.1.5 Hutton Sandstone geobodies identified from the Glenhaven 3D Seismic Survey
Three facies interpreted from West Wandoan 1 core and West Wandoan 1 wire line
logs were selected for the seismic mapping study:
•

the basal Hutton silty sandstone with mud clasts (distributary channels and
mouth bars);

•

the mid Hutton blocky sandstone (shoreline); and

•

the top Hutton blocky sandstone (channels).

These intervals are shown in Figure 32 and were selected as they include the best
quality sands within the Hutton Sandstone at the West Wandoan 1 location and would
be obvious targets for Hutton Sandstone leakage monitoring wells if it can be shown
that they are regionally significant and have relatively widespread distribution within
the Glenhaven area.
Mapping of the basal sandstone distributary channels and mouth bars proved to be
unsuccessful, as the rock physics analysis showed that there is no unique elastic
property within that heterogeneous sandstone interval which distinguishes it from the
lithologies above and below.
The specific values of the VpVs ratio and P- Acoustic Impedance representing the
shoreline sand elastic property were extracted from the West Wandoan 1 log data
(Figure 32) to guide the Prestack inversion. The combined VpVs ratio and P- Acoustic
Impedance volume which contains only the shoreline sand geobody was then created.
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Figure 32: Wireline logs from WW1 well and comparison with the synthetic well logs originated from the seismic
inversion.

The mid Hutton Sandstone shoreline sand geobody, within -20ms (-30m) and +20ms
(+30m) interval in the Glenhaven 3D seismic and in West Wandoan 1, was extracted
from the combined volume to produce the shoreline sand geobody map as shown in
Figure 33. This interval was kept constant throughout the Glenhaven 3D seismic
survey area but follows the structure trend of the Evergreen Formation. The map
shows only the distribution of the shoreline sand geobody and it does not indicate its
reservoir quality (porosity and permeability). The NE-SW seismic geobody trends are
typical of festoon geometries. This geometry, in association with the facies analysis,
can be interpreted as spit bars or sandy ridges shaped by longshore currents. If the
geometries of the mid shoreline in Glenhaven area are compared with the extent in
the APLNG area interval SB2-MF2, the spit bar dimensions are similar to the shoreline
belt (Figure 34).
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Figure 33: Plan mapping of the mid shoreline sandstone recognised in the core and wireline log (Figure 32). The
blue lines represent the interpretation of the geometries.

Figure 34: Comparison between APLNG interval displaying the mid shoreline width with the Glenhaven seismic
map.
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The seismic mapping indicates that the facies within this interval are distributed
throughout the Glenhaven area, and although the sands are not continuous, they are
connected. This map could be used to locate the Hutton M&V wells within the Mid
Hutton Sandstone interval.
The top Hutton Sandstone was not cored in West Wandoan 1 and therefore no further
sedimentary information could assist in the characterisation, however analysis of the
wireline logs over this interval indicates some of the best porosity within the Hutton
Sandstone in the well. In other parts of the basin, it is common for the top sandstone
to exhibit good reservoir quality and it is the result of a regional fall in base level. In
Glenhaven 3D seismic volume there are no obvious geometries within the top
sandstone (Figure 35). This suggests that the sandstone is deposited in a series of
interconnected channels, such as a braided or an anastomosing fluvial system.

Figure 35: Plan mapping of the top sandstone recognised in the wireline log and mapped from the 3D seismic of
Glenhaven.

6 Discussion
6.1 Palaeogeography
The interpreted palaeogeography has implications on the lateral continuity of
geobodies/reservoir, and this is important to selecting appropriate Hutton Sandstone
monitoring well locations. The best locations will be in good quality sandstones that
have high lateral and vertical connectivity. The integration between facies analysis in
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core and outcrop, and the identification of geobodies and their extent, assisted in
reconstructing the palaeogeography of the Hutton Sandstone succession.
The Hutton Sandstone is subdivided into two units, lower and upper, based on
sedimentological and lithological data. In general, the evolution of the sedimentary
succession from the bottom to the top shows a regression from coastal to continental
fluvial settings, indicated by the overall coarsening upward of the formation. However,
further smaller scale cycles can be recognised within these two major subunits. These
cycles are evident by sedimentary criteria that reflect a seaward or landward shift of
the environments. A conceptual evolution of the palaeogeography of the Hutton
Sandstone is presented here that relates topography and base level variation.
The beginning of the Hutton Sandstone succession was triggered by an erosion event
in response to a lowering of the base level. This change caused the development of a
network of proximal distributary channels that incised the underlying sediments formed
in a tidal environment of the Upper Evergreen, Figure 36. The distributary channels
developed a widespread, westerly sourced network. The high frequency of mud clasts
(rip up clasts) within the channel deposits suggest formation in juxtaposition with the
mouth of the channels, named terminal distributary channels. The association with the
proximal mouth bar (sand-dominated) deposits suggests that these channels
developed in a delta plain setting and presented a high tendency for avulsion. The
proximal mouth bar that built up the delta front was thick and not associated with
interdistributary bay (fine-grained) deposits, thus it could have been confined in an
enclosed basin and developed as a bay head delta. The setting could be easily be
brackish, as interpreted by Mollan et al., 1976, confirmed also by the intensity and
variety of the bioturbations.
The distributary delta plain and the delta front backed up in an important transgression
that affected the area. This is characterised by the onset of subaqueous fine-grained
sedimentation (the second largest after the Upper Evergreen shales). In particular,
distal mouth bar deposits and prodelta deposits were recognised in the rock record.
The water body, in which the sedimentation occurred, appeared to have developed
suitable conditions for life, due to an intermittent abundance of bioturbation. In this
case it is proposed to have occurred as an enclosed, brackish, but not restricted basin
(possibly an estuary) with discontinuous levels of nutrients and oxygen at the bottom
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Figure 36: Conceptual sketch of the lower Hutton Sandstone palaeogeography.

A following drop in base level was likely to have formed a wave-influenced shoreline
and caused the deposition of clean sediments, Figure 38. The sediments were sorted
by the wave interaction in a shoreline setting. The well-sorted sandstone was
deposited in festoon geometries which marked the migration of the sandy ridges or
spit bars along the shoreline. The sandy ridges are arcuate and shaped by longshore
currents, flowing roughly northeast. This sandstone extends at basin scale, with an
exemption at the Chinchilla 4 well that shows conglomerates in the same interval.
These conglomerates are interpreted to have been deposited along a feeder channel
of a delta, which was still active during the depositional phase and possibly developed
a closeby wave-dominated delta system. In the Glenhaven area the shoreline shows
a NNE direction of the festoon migration. This also suggests that the landscape would
have been less enclosed than the previous palaeogeography scenario. The reason for
this topographical widening is still uncertain.
To visualise different spit geometries, the shoreline from the coastal Pulicat Lake in
the Godivari plain (India) is presented as a morphological analogue. The shoreline
shows festoons geometries coupled with linear sand ridges, which are caused by
different dominant wave currents (Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Satellite image of the sand barrier in the Pulicat Lake (200 km south of the Godavari River). The sand
barrier can develop different shape ranging from festoons to linear strandplain.

Figure 38: Conceptual sketch of the shoreline sandstone and geometries originated from Glenhaven 3D seismic.

The abrupt development of salt marshes associated with tidal deposits and mud flats
suggests that a fine-grained tidal to back-barrier setting is superimposed to the
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previous shoreline landscape. The shift from shoreline to back barrier is considered to
have occurred during a regression, which was carried forward by overlying distributary
channels. The distributary channels presented rip up clasts, which can also be seen
at the bottom of the succession. Likewise, the channels backed up repeatedly into
proximal and distal mouth bars, shown by the alternation between sand- and muddominated deposits.
Finally, the regression caused the onset of a fluvial plain at the top part of the Hutton
Sandstone, Figure 38. The plain should be dominated by a braided river system,
characterised by amalgamated sandy channels, conglomerate lags and sporadic
floodplain deposits. The polymictic conglomeratic deposits are evidence for a
disruption in the sedimentary environment and mark a bigger base-level drop and shift
in provenance.

Figure 39: Conceptual sketch of the upper Hutton Sandstone showing a prograding delta and the onset of the
braided fluvial facies.

Although more detail has been achieved with the multidimensionality of this project,
the conceptualisation of the system is still affected by uncertainties, due to the poor
amount and uniformity of drilling data.

6.2 Implications
The multiscale understanding of the palaeogeography of the Hutton Sandstone assists
in localising the good quality reservoir geobodies and estimating their size. The
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potential candidates for the good-quality reservoir are three LST (low stand systems
tract) sandstone intervals, however they each have important differences:
1) The basal structureless sandstone is compact (apparent low visual porosity),
rich in quartz and K-feldspar. It hosts frequent mud clast layers that reduces
the uniformity of the lithology. Information about the geometry is unclear, from
facies analysis and outcrop analogue this sandstone could be widespread
across the basin shaped in mouth bar patches. Thus, the connection between
geobodies is uncertain.
2) The mid shoreline sandstone is extremely well sorted with only a very minor
clay fraction, it is rich in quartz and muscovite. The mid shoreline festoon
geometries are spatially extended, connected between festoons but not
continuous (not sheet-like bodies). The sandy corridor running NE-SW, where
the West Wandoan 1 well is located assists in ensuring a good connection
between the injection well and surrounding areas in Glenhaven.
3) The top coarse sandstone is the most mature, but the quantity of kaolinite
increases towards the top, as well as the chlorite and carbonates content. This
suggests that the sandstone will probably be chemically reactive to injected
CO2. In addition, outcrop indicates that the sandstones have high clay content,
and although seismic mapping at Glenhaven indicates that they have a wide
distribution but irregular distribution this might decrease the probability of
connection between channels. Therefore, the probability of predicting effective
flow paths to locate M&V wells within this unit is low.
The candidates described above are overlain by different sealing units, that could
provide baffles to migrating CO2. In particular two TST (transgressive systems tract)
intervals are both controlled by sea-level fluctuations; however, they were deposited
within different sedimentary environments, and this is the reason why they also have
dissimilar mineralogy. The thicker and the most extensive unit is within the lower
Hutton Sandstone, it has high kaolinite, chlorite-Fe and montmorillonite content. The
second TST interval is within the upper Hutton Sandstone, however it is dominated by
an alternation of mudstone and sandstone that decreases the uniformity of grain-size
to the system, that is proxy for permeability and porosity. It has high quartz,
montmorillonite and kaolinite.
Considering connectivity, cleanliness of sandstone and dominance of sandstone in
the interval, the authors conclude that the optimum targets for the Glenhaven Hutton
Sandstone M&V wells are within the mid shoreline sandstone interval, in particular in
the area parallel to the main NE-SW trending axis. A further suitable interval for future
studies could be the lowest sandstone in the Hutton Sandstone however its spatial
distribution and connectivity could not be assessed from the Glenhaven 3D seismic
dataset.
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7 Limitations and recommendation
At the request of the stakeholders, the following activities planned in the original
project were stopped, and others expanded:
•

Stratigraphic forward modelling of the Precipice through Hutton was not
continued, in that it was premature, too broad scale and lacked a controlled
palaeotopography subsurface.

•

Instead, a detailed model of the Hutton Sandstone within the densely drilled
APLNG Spring Gully Field was conducted. Here, the wireline data were
utilised, and definition of the bounding surfaces used a sequence stratigraphic
approach. Between the surfaces, wireline motifs were identified and interpreted
to represent sedimentary facies, but these could not be verified against core
(specifically for the Spring Gully area), as it was not available to the project.
This is recommended as a follow-on project.

•

Geobodies were measured, but the development of a digital database that
plugs into the simulation software was not achieved as there were issues with
storing the metadata in the selected software, and the outcrop traces are
essentially two dimensional.

•

Ground based hyperspectral scanning was attempted, but the technology is still
very much in the development phase worldwide. This and previous project
illustrated the promise of the technology, but a dedicated, multi-year project
would be required to have an operating fit for purpose system to scan
siliciclastics.

•

The Surat Basin and its links with the Eromanga and Clarence-Moreton basins
still require study. These basins are not as well drilled but would serve to test
hypotheses about the provenance and distribution of the Hutton Sandstone at
the continental scale, and subterranean flow patterns within the Great Artesian
Basin. This also highlights the necessity to implement the understanding of the
system on the south of the Surat Basin (Moonie area).

8 Conclusion
This project has increased the knowledge of the Hutton Sandstone by providing a
dataset of geobodies, a sequence stratigraphic framework and a palaeogeographic
evolution.
The stratigraphic sequences demarcated the major reservoir/seal lithology pairs within
the succession. The palaeogeography assisted to understand the connectivity
between geobodies. This trial dataset assisted in selecting potential candidates for the
good-quality reservoir. The candidates are represented by the three main regressive
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sandstone deposits preserved in the Hutton Sandstone. The seal units, that could
provide baffles to migrating CO2, are represented by the transgressive fine-grained
deposits.
The best candidates for good-quality reservoirs are: 1) the basal structureless
sandstone: compact, rich in quartz and K-feldspar, representing proximal mouth bars,
but it hosts frequent mud clast layers that reduce the uniformity of the lithology, thus
the connectivity between geobodies is unclear; 2) the mid shoreline sandstone: well
sorted with a poor clay fraction and rich in quartz and muscovite, festoon geometries
(beach ridges) are connected but not continuous; 3) the top coarse sandstone: mature,
but with high quantity of kaolinite, chlorite and carbonates, it has continuous
geometries representing multi-channels in a fluvial setting, but not potentially
connected due to the high clay content.
Authors recommend that the mid shoreline sandstone is a good candidate for goodquality reservoir. The optimum locations for the Glenhaven Hutton Sandstone M&V
wells are suggested to be in a line parallel to the main axis, NE-SW trending, of the
mid shoreline sandstone. Also, the first sandstone at the bottom of the Hutton
Sandstone succession could be suitable, however insufficient information is available
in the Glenhaven area to determine its spatial continuity and geobody connectivity.
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1 Appendix Hyperspectral mineralogy of the Hutton
Sandstone
Similar to the Precipice Sandstone study (Pistellato et al., 2016), hyperspectral
scanning of cores and outcrops were trialled to examine the mineralogical changes
occurring within the Hutton Sandstone. Selected cores were Hylogged, and the data
for the Hutton Sandstone is reviewed here. A second attempt at ground-based outcrop
scanning was also made, but with a different collaborator. Although these groundbased systems are used extensively in iron ore mines, the application to silciclastic
outcrops is still in its infancy. No commercial system was obtainable, so the project
used Plotlogic who are developing such a system, also for mining. Trials were run and
these are described in this report.

1.1 Hyperspectral core scanning
Hyperspectral core scanning provides a continuous mineralogical dataset that can be
applied to CTSCo case to understand mineral reactivity once CO2 comes in contact
with the rock in question. This technique complements mineralogical methods such as
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) that usually occurs as discontinuous sampling along the core.
In particular hyperspectral scanners collect reflected and emitted energy from the
scanned material, measured in wavelengths that are useful to identify the minerals
and mineral groups (shown in Table1).
Table 3: Identifiable mineral groups for different hyperspectral wavelength regions of the total spectrum
(http://www.specim.fi/index.php/products/geology)

The HyLoggerTM hyperspectral scanner (Mason and Huntington, 2012) has
capabilities across the range from Visible Near to Short Wave and Thermal Infrared
(VNIR, SWIR and TIR, respectively), and it was used to collect spectra for the West
Wandoan 1 and Woleebee Creek GW4 wells previously (Sansoleimani et al, 2016;
Pistellato et al, 2016; summarised in Bianchi et al, 2016). In this report the authors
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provide more detail on Hylogger interpretation of the Hutton Sandstone and relate the
data to the stratigraphy, which assists in interpretation of the outcrop scans. The
Hylogger dataset for SWIR and TIR were resampled to 1 m bins to provide a better
resolution.

1.2 Hyperspectral outcrop scanning
1.2.1 Equipment description
An approach similar to mineralogical outcrop mapping used in the Precipice project
(Pistellato et al., 2016) was undertaken but with a different service provider (Andrew
Job of Plotlogic; https://www.plotlogic.com/) and equipment. The major equipment
used for the field experiments were two types of Hyperspectral cameras: the HySpex
VNIR 1800 and the HySpex SWIR 324e. The VNIR sensor covers a spectral range of
400-1000 nm, with 1800 spatial pixels and 182 spectral channels. The SWIR sensor
covers a spectral range of 930-2500 nm, with 384 spatial channels and 288 spectral
channels.
Additional equipment used for the field experiments included a Faro Focus 3D LiDAR
for an in-scene 300mm x 300mm Spectralon® target with an average reflectance of
99% across the VNIR-SWIR spectral range. In order to register the different datasets
and the spatial information into a GPS coordinate frame, a GPS was used to capture
the positions of hyperspectral cameras and the LiDAR for each scene.
1.2.2 Workflow
The workflow applied for each scene capture is outlined in Figure 40 and it is described
below.

A. Set-up
hyperspectral
camera
equipment

B. Set-up
reflectance
target inscene

C. Capture
scene with
LiDAR and
record GPS
coordinates

D. Scan
scene with
hyperspectral
equipment

E. Record
results

Figure 40: Basic hyperspectral workflow in the field.

A. Set-up hyperspectral camera equipment
The two hyperspectral cameras were set-up on a heavy-duty tripod and attached to a
standard rotational stage. This arrangement was integrated with a controller, with
software for system control provided by HySpex. An image of an example scene setup is provided in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: Typical hyperspectral camera set-up with the VNIR camera and SWIR camera mounted on a Standa
rotation stage and connected to a rugged laptop computer for system control and data acquisition.

B. Set-up reflectance target in-scene
For each scene a calibrated Spectralon® reflectance panel was set-up in the scene.
In each case the target was positioned as close to the outcrop as possible, so that
both the Spectralon® target and the outcrop were in focus for the two cameras.
C. Capture scene with LiDAR and record GPS coordinates
Once the scene had been set-up, a series of recordings of the scene were made with
the Faro LiDAR. This was undertaken so that each pixel in the scene could be
registered in 3D, during a subsequent post-processing stage. GPS coordinates were
also taken, so that an accurate record of the outcrop and associated structures could
be registered against a broad-scale model of the entire region.
D. Scan scene with hyperspectral equipment
Once the scene had been adequately prepared, then hyperspectral scanning could be
undertaken. In each instance the recording of scene was first tuned to optimise the
integration time for the camera’s, this was done to maximise the signal received for
each scene. Once the integration time had been set, then the scene was fully
recorded.
E. Record results
Data captured of the scene, was then transferred to a separate solid-state drive, to
ensure that data was adequately recorded, and securely stored for later processing.
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1.2.3 Hylogger
For sake of clarity, West Wandoan 1 is abbreviated WW1 and Woleebee Creek GW4,
as GW4. The hylogger scans for WW1 and GW4 wells (Pistellato et al., 2016, ANLEC
project 7-0115-0237) were interpreted to understand the mineralogical changes along
with the stratigraphy in two different datasets (SWIR and TIR). In general, the evolution
of the mineralogy is in agreement with Mollan et al., 1972, where the lower Hutton
Sandstone is more a sublabile sandstone and less mature, and the upper Hutton
Sandstone is more mature and quartz-rich.
TIR dataset
In TIR the dominant mineral is quartz, followed by carbonates, montmorillonite,
muscovite, k-feldspar, chlorite and kaolinite (Figure 42).
In particular, in the organisation of the detected minerals in well WW1 it is noticeable
that chlorite and kaolinite occur in low-energy sediments; in contrast, illite and
muscovite are dominant in high-energy sediments and only present in the lower Hutton
subunit in association with K-feldspar. Chlorites are dominant at the top part of each
subunit, whereas carbonates increase upwards in the stratigraphy, even though only
occurring in isolated layers. Kaolinite is dominant in the overall upper Hutton subunit.

Figure 42: TIR datasets for Hutton Sandstone in WW1.

A similar trend is recognised in GW4, however subject to some differences. GW4 looks
more quartz-rich than WW1. Illite follows the same trend of WW1, being abundant at
the base of the lower subunit; while k-feldspar is prevalent in GW4 and also in the lowenergy sediments (top part) of the lower subunit. Kaolinite is less prominent than in
WW1, however it is more evident at the top of the succession. Chlorite is less abundant
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in GW4. Higher amounts of carbonate minerals are present in comparison to WW1.
Coal is detected as aspectral.

Figure 43: TIR datasets for Hutton Sandstone in GW4.

In Ketzer et al. (2002), illite is described as a diagenetic clay in association with fluvial
and incised valley low stand system tracks, possibly simultaneous to the albitisation
of K-feldspar. While the chlorite is considered as a precursor of other clays, it is
associated with transgressive and high stand system tracks. The trend of this theory
can be verified in WW1, where the minerals detected by the Hylogger in the lower
Hutton subunit would follow Ketzer et al., (2002), however, it could not be confirmed
for the upper subunit.
SWIR dataset
In SWIR of WW1 kaolinite is the primary mineral, whereas the secondary minerals are
muscovite, chlorite and carbonates. In the stratigraphy of WW1, the clays can be
organised in two main partitions: in the lower Hutton muscovite is dominant up to the
mid shoreline sandstone, where it is substituted by chlorite up to the top of the
succession, whereas montmorillonite is revealed in the low-energy sediments,
showing a stronger dominance at around 840 m.
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Figure 44: SWIR datasets for Hutton Sandstone in WW1.

Similar minerals are recognised in the SWIR for the GW4. Kaolinite and muscovite
contents are less, and the montmorillonite content is higher through the succession
than for WW1, particularly concentrated at the top. The high gypsum content is
anomalous for the mineralogy of the formation, therefore it is considered to some
external cause, like the drilling mud. Same issue has been detected in WW1 in the
Precipice Sandstone section by Pistellato et al. (2016), where the high gypsum content
has been associated with drilling mud, since once the core has been slabbed the
gypsum content sensibly decreased.

Figure 45: SWIR datasets for Hutton Sandstone in GW4.
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The minerals recognised in Hylogger were compared to the results of XRD provided
by Dawson et al. (2014) (ANLEC project 7-1110-0101) and Farquhar et al. (2013).
From the results quartz and kaolinite are confirmed to be primary minerals and Kfeldspar, montmorillonite, carbonates, muscovite and illite as secondary minerals. In
addition, it is confirmed that the lower Hutton is dominated by quartz and K-feldspar,
while in the upper Hutton the amount of K-feldspar decreases upsection.

Figure 46: Sets of data from Hylogger from the whole core West Wandoan 1.

Figure 47: Sets of data from Hylogger from the whole core Woleebee Creek GW4.
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1.2.4 Hyperspectral in outcrop
Calibration and correction post acquisition
Once the scenes had been recorded a series of calibration and correction steps were
undertaken prior to any post-processing. The calibration of the VNIR and SWIR data
sets were undertaken using HySpex’s software that was shipped as standard with the
two cameras. This calibration step allowed for the recorded pixels to be adjusted for
smile and keystone effects, as well as converting at sensor radiance to relative
reflectance.
With the data calibrated, the next step was to correct the data to adjust for atmospheric
impacts. Two methods were applied and cross-referenced with each other to ensure
suitably of results and repeatability. Firstly, the Empirical Line Method (ELM) was
applied, using the 99% spectralon target as the known pixel feature. Secondly, a
flatfield correction method was applied, again using the 99% spectralon target as the
pixels of uniform distribution. The correction step was undertaken using ENVI
software, with a further test for accuracy of results being applied to selected scene’s
using an ELM correction algorithm built in C++.
LiDAR data was processed to convert the raw data to point cloud data using C++
algorithms.

Data
The abundance maps displayed below are constructed by mapping the spectra that
appear similar to the spectra of the ENVI library; as per reference are considered and
hence displayed only few minerals, like kaolinite, montmorillonite and hematite, that
are expected in the mineralogy of the studied formation
The abundance maps of the kaolinite show that the mud clasts (Figure 48) and the
fine-grained layers (Figure 47) are characterised by high kaolinite abundance, while
the abundance maps for the hematite shows a higher abundance for the compact
sandstone (Figure 49 and 50).
Additional work is required to assess if the kaolinite signal masks any other clay
minerals spectra.
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Figure 48: Kaolinite abundance map in black/white contrast. White is kaolinite more abundant and black less
abundant. SWIR image for site H07.

Figure 49: Kaolinite abundance map: in white higher abundance (SWIR). Note how the mud clast of site H08 is
characterized by high abundance of Kaolinite, instead the surrounding sandstone shows a lower abundance of
Kaolinite.
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Figure 50: Abundance map of Hematite displayed in white/blue, black is lower abundance. Image in VNIR of site
H08. Note that the mud clasts have low content of hematite, however the surrounding compact sandstone results
to have a higher abundance.

Figure 51: Abundance map of Hematite in site H01 from VNIR dataset. Black is low abundance; white is higher
abundance.

1.3 Limitations of the method
From the experimental method applied, a series of opportunities for improvement were
noted, including:
•

Light conditions: suboptimal natural lighting conditions occurred throughout the
analysis, due to partial cloud coverage, scanning outside of midday conditions,
and shadowing over parts of the scene.

•

Public roads: Many of the outcrops occurred on public roads, this impacted on
the ability to scan the scene cleanly, as often vehicles would pass through the
scene while scanning was being undertaken.

•

Correction algorithm for SWIR: The ELM for SWIR correction did not perform
well using the off-the-shelf ENVI software, the algorithm appeared to reduce
scaling and distort the signature if there were any atmospherically impacted
bands included in the algorithm. In this case the flat field correction method
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appeared to perform more consistently. In future, a correction method that is
pre-trained for atmospheric impacts, shadowing and relative illumination would
be preferable, along with additional in-scene targets.
•

Rotation stage duty load: The original Standa rotation stage that was shipped
with the VNIR and SWIR cameras was unable to scan the scene if the tilt angle
was not parallel to the ground. This problem was tested in various
configurations, and in the field a short-term solution was put in place that limited
the tilt angle of the rotation stage. A more heavy-duty rotation stage was
subsequently supplied by HySpex at no cost. A further improvement for
scanning of outcrops would be to include a controllable pan/tilt head, so that
the scene can be recorded appropriately on sub-level outcrops.

2 Appendix 2 Outcrops location
Name
Hutton 11
Hutton 12
Hutton 13
Hutton 14
Hutton 15
Hutton 16
Hutton 18
Hutton 19
Hutton 01
Hutton 02
Hutton 03
Hutton 04
Evergreen 1
Hutton 05
Hutton 06
Hutton 07
Hutton 08
Evergreen 2
Hutton 09
Hutton 09
Hutton 10
Hutton 16
Hutton 17
Hutton 18
Hutton 19
Hutton 20

Elevation Lat
Long
n/a 149.3501 -25.6632
n/a 149.3181 -25.6286
n/a
149.312 -25.6279
n/a 149.2168 -25.6777
n/a 149.1544 -25.7505
n/a 149.1047 -25.8159
n/a 148.6571 -25.7485
n/a 148.6981 -25.5671
n/a 150.0418 -25.8878
n/a 150.0724 -25.8444
n/a 150.0933 -25.8006
n/a 150.0953 -25.7969
n/a 150.1327 -25.6781
n/a 150.0988 -25.7861
n/a 149.8076 -25.4842
n/a 149.8245 -25.4635
n/a
149.842 -25.4371
n/a 149.9265 -25.2798
n/a
149.602 -25.2734
n/a 149.5615 -25.1502
n/a 149.5942 -25.2601
394 149.1047 -25.8159
380 149.0716 -25.8281
397 148.6576 -25.7486
470 148.6981 -25.5678
321 150.0942 -25.7978
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Hutton 20b
Hutton 21
Hutton 22
Hutton 23
Hutton 24
Hutton 25
Hutton 26
Hutton 27

258
274
267
252
240
203
272
238

150.113
150.0973
150.0614
150.043
150.0346
150.0061
149.9696
149.9216
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-25.6617
-25.6541
-25.639
-25.6418
-25.6438
-25.6549
-25.6463
-25.6324

